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Abstract

Four minisatellite sequence elements have been identified and isolated from the genome of the oak
species Quercus petraea and Quercus robur. Minisatellites 1 and 2 are putative members of repeat
families, while minisatellites 3 and 4 show repeat length variation among individuals of test populations.
A 590 base pair (bp) long element has also been identified which reveals individual-specific
autoradiographic patterns when used as probe in Southern hybridisations of genomic oak DNA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Forest ecosystems are valuable natural resources providing manifold economic,
environmental and social functions. As threats to their genetic diversity endanger their stability
and adaptability there is an urgent need to study genetic diversity of tree populations.
Population genetic studies should provide answers to questions that are fundamental to
understand forest ecosystems and to design programs for the conservation of genetic
resources. Regardless of specific goals or applications, empirical population genetics requires
genetic variation (polymorphism), thus providing "genetic markers". Population geneticists
have traditionally employed unusual phenotypes, proteins (mainly isoenzymes), or secondary
compounds as genetic markers. DNA markers in forest genetics have received only limited
attention, as compared to their extensive use in other organisms. Population genetic studies
usually involve the analysis of large numbers of individuals at many gene loci. Therefore, rapid
and economic genetic screening methods are needed.

Several types of variable DNA loci in an organism can be detected with various tools,
including: restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), randomly amplified polymorphic
DNA (RAPD), microsatellites, DNA-fingerprinting and minisatellites. In this study we were
interested in identifying minisatellite type repeat elements of the oak genome. By locating loci
of this sort, a multi-allelic system can be built up which is useful both in population studies and
in genetic mapping.

In our strategy we intended to isolate repetitive DNA sequence elements of the oak
genome {Quercus robur and Ouercus petraea) in order to search for minisatellite/DNA-
fingerprint sequences among them.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Leaf samples were collected from Austrian and Hungarian oak populations and the DNA
isolated as described [1]. RAPD amplification of total oak DNA by Operon primers was made
according to the manufacturers recommendations. Molecular biological techniques were
essentially done as described by Sambrook et al.[2]. The computer analysis of the DNA
sequence was made using the PC/Gene program of IntelliGenetics, PCR primer sequences
were generated by the Oligo5 software of the National Biosciences Inc. and the gels were
analysed by RFLPScan of Scanalytics.



3. RESULTS

3.1. Identification and isolation of minisatellite elements

We identified oak nuclear genome repetitive elements in two oak species, Quercus robur
and Q. petraea, in two different ways: further analysis of RAPD fragments and screening small
insert oak DNA libraries.

3.1.1. Identification of repetitive elements from RAPD fragments

We applied the suggestion that PCR fragments generated by the RAPD method may
have a preference to be generated on repetitive DNA by nesting the primers in an appropriate
spacing and orientation for yielding PCR fragment(s). This idea was also successful in isolating
microsatellite repeats of Daphnia [3]. Therefore RAPD fragments generated on isolated total
oak DNA were screened for yielding multiband hybridisation patterns by applying them as
probes in Southern hybridisations on total oak DNA. Two out of three fragments tested
yielded the expected hybridisation pattern, one showing uniform multibanding, while the other
resulted in an individual specific hybridisation pattern containing more than 30
autoradiographic bands ranging from 0.5 to 6 kb on HaeSi digested oak DNA. This latter
fragment (OP-D7-2.3) was analysed in detail. It was possible to identify the part of the
fragment responsible for the individual-specific banding pattern (fingerprint element), however,
the sequence analysis of the fragment revealed the presence of three other repetitive elements
(Minisatellite 1, 2 and 3)(Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. Locations of the minisatellite elements 1,2 and 3 (Ml, M2 and M3) and the fingerprint
sequence (F) on the 2.3 kb long RAPD fragment generated by the D7 primer ofOperon Tech. The
arrows indicate the orientation of the repeat units.

3.1.1.1. Fingerprint element

An approximately 590 bp long part of the OP-D7-2.3 fragment has been identified which
still yields the individual specific hybridisation pattern on Southern blots of HaeHL digested
total oak DNA, resulting in 20-25 hybridisation bands (Fig.2). Using either the first or second
half of this sequence as a probe in Southern hybridisations, the generated autoradiographic
pattern remained identical (not shown) suggesting that this sequence may represent a long
repeat element of the genome, since within this 590 bp we could not identify any repeated
sequence elements.

3.1.1.2. Minisatellite 1

The minisatellite 1 sequence shows a tandem repeat motif of 112 bp, with 50 and 62 bp
repeat units in it. Both of the repeats contain a 13 bp long sequence of 100% similarity
containing an MnU. restriction site. Southern hybridising MnH digested oak DNA with the
repeat motif as a probe yields a ladder type autoradiographic pattern with an estimated repeat
length of approximately 100 bp, suggesting that the sequence may represent a repeat family



(Fig. 3 A). In some individuals additional bands appeared on the autoradiogram indicating
length variability of the repeat unit (Fig 3 A, sample 3). PCR amplification of the region by
flanking primers shows a low level of length polymorphism, 10% of the individuals also
contain a PCR fragment approximately 60 bp shorter, possibly indicating the presence of a
single repeat element in that particular fragment.
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FIG. 2. Autoradiographic pattern generated by the 590 bp long fingerprint element on Haelll
digested total oak DNA of six individuals.
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FIG. 3. Autoradiographic profiles generated by the minisatellite sequences 1 (A) and 2 (B) used as
hybridisation probes. A) Oak total DNA was digested by Mnll restriction endonuclease and the
fragments separated ona 1% agarose gel. B) Oak total DNA digested by Haelll and separated on 1%
agarose.



3.1.1.3. Minisatellite 2

Single representatives of this repeat can be found approximately 300 bp apart flanking
the minisatellite 1. The repeated sequence is about 84 bp long with an identity of 19% while
the putative "core" is approximately 43 bp long with 92% similarity. In this sequence we could
not detect any common enzyme site(s), however, on Haelll digested genomic blots a similar
ladder type hybridisation pattern was observed as with the minisatellitel with a repeat length of
approximately 150 bp (Fig. 4).

3.1.1.4. Minisatellite 3

The sequence shows a tandem repeat motif of 74 bp with a nearly perfect identity (97%)
of the 37 bp long individual repeats. PCR amplification of the region by flanking primers has so
far yielded four different fragments. The length of the generated fragments differ always with
the approximate size of the individual repeat unit. Analysis of 64 individuals revealed that the
allele containing two repeat elements is predominant (80%), while alleles with a single element
share 12%, with three elements 5% and with possibly seven repeat elements 3% respectively.

3.1.2. Identification of repetitive elements from small fragment DNA libraries

By screening oak small fragment DNA libraries for the presence of microsatellite
sequences we could identify a 1 kb long clone in which a microsatellite, as well as a
minisatellite sequence, could be found close together. The microsatellite region (pOAG17)
contains eleven units of an AG repeat which is separated from the minisatellite region by
approximately 100 bp. The minisatellite region (Minisatellite 4) contains three tandemly
arranged 65, 79 and 38 bp long repeats. PCR amplification of this region showed moderate
variability, yielding seven different length variant alleles (Table 1).

The region was amplified with PCR primers flanking the combined microsatellite-
minisatellite region.

The PCR primers used for the amplification of the minisatellite sequence were located
outside of the microsatellite-minisatellite combined region, because primers nested between the
two regions in order to amplify exclusively the minisatellite locus in several individuals yielded
no PCR product, suggesting the possible instability of the genome at that location.

TABLE I. ALLELE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MINISATELLITE 4 SEQUENCE IN A TEST
POPULATION OF 39 INDIVIDUALS

Allele size
(in bp)

620
470
450
392
335
320
140

Number of alleles

1
8
2
60
3
1
3

Fraction of total alleles
%

0.013
0.103
0.026
0.769
0.038
0.013
0.038
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4. DISCUSSION

Using RAPD fragments as well as a fragment containing a microsatellite element as a
source we could identify four different minisatellite DNA sequence elements of the oak species
Quercus robur and Quercus petraea. The size of these repeat elements ranges from 37 bp to
70 bp as far as the putative core sequences are concerned. When used as probes in Southern
hybridisations, two of the minisatellites (1 and 2) yield a ladder type autoradiographic pattern,
suggesting that they may represent a repeat family.

Furthermore, a 590 bp long sequence element has also been identified which if used as a
hybridisation probe yields an individual-specific autoradiographic pattern.

Both the RAPD and the DNA library fragments contain more than one repeat element in
relative close proximity. The RAPD fragment contains three different minisatellite (1, 2 and 3)
and the fingerprint elements within a 2.3 kb region, while the library fragment contains a
microsatellite sequence near the minisatellite sequence (Minisatellite 4).

Minisatellite regions 3 and 4 show a low level of length variability when PCR amplified
by flanking primers.
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